Review
Cleveland Orchestra with Stéphane Devène, Cédric Tiberghien
and a Kent/Blossom Chamber Orchestra prelude and side-by-side
at Blossom (July 27)
by Daniel Hathaway
The most fascinating paragraph in the program
booklet for last Saturday's Cleveland Orchestra
concert at Blossom was in the sidebar summing
up salient facts about Camille Saint-Saëns's second piano concerto: “The Cleveland Orchestra
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That was a marketing ploy by the Aeolian Piano
Company which evidently helped fund a nice
chunk of the orchestra's second season, while
nearly driving conductor Nikolai Sokoloff to distraction. Happily, on July 27, 2013 there
was nothing whatsoever mechanical about French pianist Cédric Tiberghien's thrilling
progress through the piece in tandem with French conductor Stéphane Devène, which
was at times expansive and lyrical, and at others positively seismic.
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Tiberghien seemed to be creating on the spot — like a ruminative improvisation by an or("/*34"20-&"*/4"=/3C--&%'02 9&"23"4;(-*3&%&-""%&-&*/& )&3&$0/%
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mood of the moment.
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didn't want to let Tiberghien go without giving them another piece. They got a big one: a
glorious performance of Ravel's #% %#&# from %#%&a piece the pianist
was heard trying out on one of the “Play me, I'm yours” street pianos in front of Severance Hall last Friday.
Devène opened the concert, entitled “The French Connection” with a spirited reading of
&2-*0:306&2452&40& %"&(&Though the brass produced noble sounds and
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)"6&1-"9&%4)"4)*.3&-'4)&06&2452&3&&.&%uninspired compared to Debussy's La Mer

and Ravel's  & which completed the program. Devène invested it with a sense of
drama and occasion beyond its musical content
After intermission, in Stéfane Devène's hands, La
Mer became a substantial series of vivid pictorial
&1*30%&32"4)&24)"/")":97"3)0'.53*$"-*.pressionism, and La Valse turned into a wonderfully overripe fruit, pressed for all the musical
juice it could provide. The addition of the
Kent/Blossom Chamber Orchestra, who played
side-by-side with the Cleveland Orchestra musicians, added special heft to the string sound.
33*34"/4$0/%5$402".&3&%%&$,1"*%)*30'Ccial farewell to Blossom by leading the Kent/Blossom ensemble (expanded by unlisted
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Aside from a few brass burbles, the young players did themselves proud, especially in the
42*$,9"/%&$$&/42*$C/"-.06&.&/40'4)&39.1)0/97)&/&%%&$,$0"8&%both precise
and spacious playing from the ensemble.
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